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Crypto asset markets are maturing with traditional asset managers offering onchain 
investment solutions. Yet, the market's nascency allows for much higher yields. Each step to 
higher yields is a step to higher risk. What's the cost? 

market notes: Crypto Yields – What's the Cost? 
4/12/24 - Marcel Kasumovich, Deputy CIO, Coinbase Asset Management 

 

1. Action beats deliberation – that’s how kids excel. Give kids a drum, and they will beat it, 
eventually converging to a rhythm. It’s not just a metaphor – it’s a vision of the future. 
I’m reminded of the experiment where six-year-olds, CEOs, MBAs, and lawyers are given 
the same materials to build a tower – and the kids outperform the adults not just 
because they act but because they embrace uncertainty. In today’s finance, crypto is the 
trial-and-error kid in the traditional sandbox. 

 
2. But even disruptive technologies like crypto mature over time. Leading asset managers 

like Blackrock now provide investors with onchain investment products to enhance US 
dollar yields. It also unleashes the power of smart contracts. Now, investors can move 
funds into USD stablecoin almost instantly, anytime. It’s a better user experience at a 
cheaper cost and faster speeds. Traditional investment strategies will have to adapt to 
these technologies or be replaced. 

 
3. Yet, it’s early days. The entry of digital assets into the mainstream of finance is shining a 

bright light on early-stage inefficiencies that are opportunities for investment strategies. 
Consider the basic principle of foreign exchange markets – interest-rate parity. If you 
can earn 10% interest on a deposit in Country A, compared to 0% in Country B, then the 
forward price of Country A’s currency must be 10% lower than that of Country B. 
Otherwise, riskless returns could be earned. 

 
4. It’s also a simple no arbitrage condition that doesn’t hold in crypto assets. Take ETH 

markets. Ether yields ~3% versus ~5% for the US dollar. Interest-rate parity means the 
forward price of ether should be 2% stronger versus the dollar. The dollar offers a higher 
yield because it is expected to decline in value. Yet, ETH is priced to rise as much as 15% 
in the next year. That is, you may be able to earn a double-digit USD return using crypto 
without crypto exposure – buying ETH and selling it forward.  

 
5. Are traditional market players missing a free lunch? No, not quite. Figure 1 illustrates 

the forward yield for ETH to the end of 2024 in three scenarios – interest-rate parity 
price, the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME), and the Deribit Exchange. There’s a ~10% 
premium between the lowest and the highest, reflecting different types of risk. It’s a 
sign that crypto markets are not yet mature – not a riskless source of income. Actively 
assessing these risks is the opportunity.  

 

https://www.inc.com/jessica-stillman/kindergarteners-beat-ceos-at-this-engineering-challenge-reason-why-is-an-essential-lesson-in-leadership.html
https://securitize.io/learn/press/blackrock-launches-first-tokenized-fund-buidl-on-the-ethereum-network
https://cryptoslate.com/blackrock-tokenized-buidl-fund-now-convertible-to-usdc-24-7-via-circle-integration/
https://cryptoslate.com/blackrock-tokenized-buidl-fund-now-convertible-to-usdc-24-7-via-circle-integration/
https://www.marketvector.com/indexes/digital-assets/marketvector-figment-ethereum-staking-reward-reference-rate
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/FEDFUNDS
https://www.deribit.com/futures/ETH-PERPETUAL
https://www.deribit.com/futures/ETH-PERPETUAL
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6. That risk assessment starts by asking simple questions. Why is there demand for ETH at 
higher forward rates? It's a demand for leveraged exposure. The buyer of the forward 
sees the implied cost of funding as low relative to the upside potential. The seller 
providing liquidity demands compensation for various risks, chiefly the ability for 
intermediaries to have enough collateral to stay solvent. Less collateral means more 
leverage and more compensation for liquidity providers.  

 
7. Such analyses are an afterthought in mature markets. A convergence of standards, 

fluidity of cross-border capital, and long track records of intermediaries provide 
investors with more comfort. But in less mature crypto markets, harvesting yield 
requires additional risk premium. It is also a terrific portfolio diversifier. Yields are high 
when bullish markets are stretched. It’s also unique to mature markets – credit spreads 
widen with rising asset prices, the opposite of traditional norms.  

 
8. Incorporating yield from crypto markets enhances the longevity of an investment 

strategy. One of the biggest challenges for an institutional investor is the risk of a 
sudden decline in crypto assets. After all, material drawdowns are not uncommon. The 
inclusion of credit to an actively managed portfolio mitigates those risks. At the expense 
of shallower returns in a rising market, well-structured yield strategies lower portfolio 
risk directly and indirectly as a signal of market sentiment. 

 
9. But not all yield is created equal. As rates rise, so too does risk. A new wave of 

excitement in DeFi is delivering US dollar yields in excess of 30%. There’s no onchain 
magic wand. The liquidity provider in futures, the seller, can generate even higher US 
dollar yields only by taking more risk – leverage. And the introduction of leverage turns 
an asset owner into a renter – a market move counter to the exposure can force an 
unwinding at the least opportune time. 

 
10. Crypto asset markets are maturing. Real world assets moving onchain with smart 

contracts used to give investors 24/7 liquidity is a window into the future. But the basic 
principles of finance still apply. The nascency of crypto asset markets allow investors to 
generate higher yields with more elaborate onchain solutions than the first steps of 
traditional players. Higher yields come with higher risks that need to be assessed. After 
all, adults still need to provide kids with guardrails.  

 
 
  

https://academy.swissborg.com/en/learn/crypto-diversification
https://defillama.com/yields
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Figure 1: Follow the Yield(er)? Assessing risk 
 

 
Source: CoinMarketCap.com. CME. Deribit. CBAM Calculations as of April 11, 2024 at an ETH.USD spot reference of $3,555.98. The chart shows the 
marginal yield implied by a theoretical interest-rate parity with the incremental yield premium in the CME futures and then the incremental yield 
premium implied by Deribit futures.  
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Disclaimer
This communication, including any attachments, is intended only for the 
use of the addressee and may contain information that is confidential or 
otherwise protected from disclosure. Any unauthorized use, distribution, 
modification, forwarding, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. If 
you have received this communication in error, please delete this 
message, including any attachments, and notify the sender immediately. 
The information and any disclosures provided herein do not constitute a 
solicitation or offer to purchase any security or other financial product or 
investment and is not intended as investment, tax, or legal advice. Unless 
otherwise noted, all information is estimated, unaudited and may be 
subject to revision without notice. Past results are not indicative of future 
results. 
  
This communication may contain statements of opinion, including but not 
limited to, the author’s analysis and views with respect to: digital assets, 
projected inflation, macroeconomic policy, and the market in general. 
Statements of opinion herein have been formulated using the author’s 
experience, research, and/or analysis, however, such statements also 
contain elements of subjectivity and are often subjective in nature. In 
addition, when conducting the analyses on which it bases statements of 
opinion, the author(s) will incorporate assumptions, which in some cases 
may be shown to be inaccurate in the future, including in certain material 
respects.  Nothing in this presentation represents a guarantee of any 
future outcome. The author(s) are under no obligation to update this 
document, notify any recipients, or re-publish the content contained 
herein in the event that any factual assertions, assumptions, forward-
looking statements, or opinions are subsequently shown to be 
inaccurate. 
 
This Presentation may contain statements of opinion, including but not 
limited to, Coinbase AM’s analysis and views with respect to: digital 
assets, projected inflation, macroeconomic policy, the market adoption 
of digital assets, and the market in general. Statements of opinion herein 
have been formulated using Coinbase AM’s experience, research, and/or 
analysis, however, such statements also contain elements of subjectivity 
and are often subjective in nature. In addition, when conducting the 
analyses on which it bases statements of opinion, Coinbase AM will 
incorporate assumptions, which in some cases may be shown to be 
inaccurate in the future, including in certain material respects.  Nothing 
in this video presentation represents a guarantee of any future outcome. 
Information provided reflects Coinbase AM’s views as of the date of this 
video presentation and are subject to change without notice. Coinbase 
AM is under no obligation to update this Video Presentation, notify any 
recipients, or re-publish the content contained herein in the event that 
any factual assertions, assumptions, forward-looking statements, or 
opinions are subsequently shown to be inaccurate. 
 
Certain information contained in this Communication constitutes 
"forward-looking statements," which can be identified by the use of 
forward-looking terminology such as "may", "will", "should", "expect", 
"anticipate", "target", "project", "estimate", "intend", "continue" or 
"believe" or the negatives thereof or other variations thereon or 
comparable terminology. Forward-looking statements made in this 
communication are based on current expectations, speak only as of the 
date of this communication, as the case may be, and are susceptible to a 
number of risks, uncertainties and other factors. Assumptions relating to 
the foregoing involve judgments with respect to, among other things, 
projected inflation, the regulation of digital assets and macroeconomic 
policy, all of which are difficult or impossible to predict accurately and 
many of which are beyond our control. In light of the significant 
uncertainties inherent in the forward-looking statements included 
herein, the inclusion of such information should not be regarded as a 
representation to future results or that the objectives and plans 
expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements will be 
achieved. 

 
Certain information contained herein may have been obtained from third 
party sources and such information has not been independently verified 
by the author(s). References herein to third parties are for illustrative 
purposes and are not an endorsement or recommendation for products 
or services. No representation, warranty, or undertaking, expressed or 
implied, is given to the accuracy or completeness of such information. 
While such sources are believed to be reliable, the author(s) do not 
assume any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such 
information. 
  
The information and any disclosures provided herein do not constitute a 
solicitation or offer to purchase any security or other financial product or 
investment and is not intended as investment, tax, or legal advice. Unless 
otherwise noted, all information is estimated, unaudited and may be 
subject to revision without notice. Past results are not indicative of future 
results. 

 
 


